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NOTE 
A Second-Order interpolation Scheme Described in 
the Zij-i i/khC~ni 
JAVAD HAMADANI-ZADEH 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The interpolation scheme described by Jamshid Ghiyath al-Din al-K&hi (d. 
1429) in his astronomical handbook, the Zij-i Khclqtini, and first published by E. S. 
Kennedy [ 19621, is also described in the fourth section tfiql) of the second chapter 
(hcib) of the ZG-i ifkhtini, written in Persian by the famous Nasir al-Din al-T&i (c. 
1270). It was also known to Abu Ja’far al-Khazin (d. 961-97 l?), according to the 
description given in Duster al-Munujjimin [Hamadani-Zadeh 19781. Therefore, 
the interpolation of al-Kashi was not his own invention and was already well 
known in his time. 
The purpose of this note is to present an English translation and a commentary 
on the section of al-T&i’s Z+i ifkhanr which contains this method and applies it to 
give the true longitude of a planet on successive days, as in the other sources 
mentioned above. 
The Zij-i ilkhtini is abstracted in [Kennedy 1956, 161--1621. The present writer 
has made a preliminary English translation of this work, which awaits final revi- 
sion and preparation for publication. The copy used for this project is the Istanbul 
University F. 1418, Persian ff. 110-246. The other copy consulted and referred to 
in this note is the Shrine Library, Mashhad MS 5331. 
2. TRANSLATION 
The fourth section of the second chapter of the Zg-i ilkhdni is on folio l26v, 
lines 2-17. We give a free translation of these lines in this section. Numbers in 
parentheses indicate the beginnings of lines in the Persian text. Words or phrases 
in brackets have been inserted to clarify the meaning. 
(Line 2) The Fourth Chapter. The Part on (3) the True Position of Planets. When the true 
positions of Lplanets for] successive days are desired, it suffices (to determine) the true 
positions of the sun and the superior planets once in every ten days, except where the planet 
(4) will be retrograde or direct. The progress [buhf] in ten days must be divided by ten to get 
the daily progress, and with that daily progress the position of the planet must be run in those 
ten days. Then, (5) if the daily progress of a ten-day [interval] differs greatly from the daily 
progress of another ten days. it must be run five-days, five-days, and [if] the difference 
persists in the same way, (6) it must be run according to the difference m-c [qaws al-khilri,for 
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ikhti/rj,fl. It is such that they divide the five-day progress by five so that the argument [or 
portion, hissah] of one day results, and they call it the mean [awsa!] daily progress. (7) [Then] . . . 
they take the daily progress that is preceding those five days, and call it the preceding [scibiq] 
daily progress. If  the preceding and the mean daily progresses are equal (8) the same daily 
progress is added to the true position of the beginning of the five-day [interval] when the 
planet is [in] direct [motion]; otherwise they subtract it when the planet is retrograde. But if 
they are different [I], then they take one-third of the difference between (9) the preceding 
daily progress [and [2] the mean daily progress. If  the mean progress is greater than the 
preceding progress, they add that one-third to the preceding progress], five times succes- 
sively. But if the mean progress is less than the preceding progress, they subtract that one- 
third from the preceding progress five times successively so that (10) the five-day progresses, 
different by that amount, result. Inevitably, the progress of the third of those five progresses 
is exactly the mean daily progress. Then, if the planet is [in] direct motion, (11) we run the five 
days with those progresses in such a way that we add each progress to the true position of the 
preceding day so that the true position of the day after it results. But if the planet (12) is 
retrograde, we subtract each progress from [the true position of] the preceding day so that the 
true position of the following day results. For days [having both] retrograde and direct 
[motion] we determine the true position daily, (13) so that [the true positions of the planet on] 
the retrograde day or the direct day or the station [day] become determined exactly. For other 
days, the increase and decrease of progresses are in a straight ratio [i.e., monotonic]. In [the 
case of] Saturn [&a[] and Jupiter [mushtari] (14) there is no need for the different arc 
[method], but near the beginnings of retrograde and direct [motion] and at their ends we can 
keep the run of the ratio. In [the case ofl Mars [mirrikh] and Venus [zuhrah], at those times, 
(15) we must run the difference arc and during direct [motion] ten days can be run. We must 
always determine the true position of Mercury [‘u&id] in five days, and outside of the direct 
mean motion, (16) the rest must be run according to the difference arc [method]. In [the case 
of] the latitudes of planets other than the moon, this rule must be observed. In [the case of] 
the moon, the longitude and latitude must be extracted day by day. (17) For the sun, as they 
run ten days, the surrounding days must be extracted according to the preceding and follow- 
ing transitions and verification. 
3. COMMENTARY 
Let AA,, = A,,+, - A,,, where A stands for longitude and the subscripts denote 
days. In the case of the slow-moving objects, such as the sun and the superior 
pl/inets, the text states that it is enough to determine their true positions every ten 
dqys, provided that they are not in the vicinity of a station before retrograding or 
ramming direct course (lines 2-4). Then z = (Alo - ho)/10 is their daily progress, 
burht. Therefore, 
- 
A ,,+I = An + AA; n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 10. 
rf ilh, the daily progress for a ten-day interval, is different from the daily 
pnjgress of another ten-day interval, i.e., the planet exhibits angular acceleration, 
the text prescribes five-day intervals (line 5). But if the difference between the 
daily progresses still persists, then the difference arc (qaws al-ikhtilaf) method 
mitst be employed (line 6). This method is as follows: According to the text (lines 
6-IO), we form 
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- 
AA - AA-, 
e= 
3 ) (1) 
where AA = (A5 - h0)/5, called the mean progress (awsat buht), or the mean 
longitudinal speed, and AL, = ho - A-, is the preceding daily progress. The text 
analyzes the various cases that might occur, such as when e = 0, e > 0 or e < 0, 
and this is due to the fact that the author of our source did not have negative 
numbers at his disposal. However, in our notation, the sign of e will have no effect 
on the procedure expressed symbolically below. 
AAL-, = AA- I + ke; k = 0. I ( . . . , 5. (2) 
We note that A2Ak-, = AAk - AAk-, = e, and the second-order differences are 
constant throughout the interval. 
The author also gives a check in line 10, which in our notation is expressed as - 
AA2 = AA. Using expression (2) for k = 3, and the definition of e as given by (l), 
we get 
- 
Ahz = AA-, -I- 3 AA - AA-, = ax. 3 
This proves that his numerical check is correct. 
Then, for the true positions, Ai, the text explains both cases, e > 0 and e < 0 
(lines 1 l-12), which in our notation reduce to the expression (cf. [Kennedy 1962, 
1201) 
AL = ho + kAAm, + 
k(k + 1) 
2 e; k = 0, 1, . . , 5. 
Substituting k = 5 in (3), the right side gives AS, proving that the interpolation 
function defined by (3) passes through AS, the last computed value. Moreover, the 
fact that the second-order differences are constant shows that the interpolation 
function (3) is a parabola with a vertical axis. This is exactly al-K&hi’s method 
(cf. [Kennedy 1962, 1201). 
Finally, al-Ttisi explains (line 15) that in the case of planets Mars and Venus, 
which presumably are fast moving, ten-day intervals can be used in the difference 
arc method. But he does not say how this can be done. See [Hamadani-Zadeh 
19781 for a full explanation of the two procedures in this case. 
NOTES 
I. The sentence, “If the preceding and the mean progresses are equal . when the planet is 
retrograde,” and the following phrase, “But if they are different,” are missing in MS 533 I. 
2. The phrase in brackets is in the margin of folio 126~. 
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